14 October 2011

Col 49 vs Poudre 7 - Rebels 34 vs Chargers 7 - Rebels 34 vs Eagles 7

Rebels Down Eagles, Roll to 6-0
The day seemed prime for a late afternoon football
game, the crowd was a little thin as parents and fans
struggled to make their way through Friday afternoon
traffic and find their seats to root on the Rebels. The
wind was starting to kick up, ominous clouds hung over
the foothills to the west but the sun shown brightly
through giving the visiting section a warmth not found
on the west side of the field. All seemed right as the
Rebels began their march toward their 6th victory of
the season . Then it all came to a stop, on the games
second play senior hog Nick Burns didn’t get up after
the play. As he lied motionless on the field the training
staff and coaches rushed to his aid. Soon the
paramedics arrived and the silence in the stadium was
deafening. The team knelt in a circle holding hands,
quiet in prayer and hope that their fallen teammate
would be OK. Just a couple of weeks earlier this
popular outgoing senior had walked across the field as
Homecoming King, now he lay on the field, attended to
by paramedics. While every parent dreams of watching
their son make plays on the turf, every parent secretly
breaths a sigh of relief when the final seconds tick away
and their son has walked away unhurt. We all know the
risks associated with playing football at this level, we
just never dare to speak of them, we trust in the
coaches and trainers to prepare our boys and have
them physically ready to compete. But in the back of
our minds we all know that anything is possible. As the
stretcher was loaded into the ambulance the thoughts
were all on Nick and his family, but the game had to go
on. The Rebels , led by a coach with as much passion
for his faith as he has for football, huddled and got
ready to get back to business. But as the quarter
moved forward it was obvious that the Rebels had lost
some of their motivation. But, when you have the best
tailback in the state on your side things didn’t stay quiet
for long. At the 11 minute mark of the first quarter
Cameron McDondle ripped off a typical Cameron Td run
and after 57 yards and a number of jukes, the Rebels
were ahead to stay. As the Rebels continued to pound
the ball at the Eagles they were able to put two more

score on the board and walk into half with a 21-0 lead.
Senior tailback Ceasar Lopez showed his talent with an
18 yard burst off tackle and followed it up with a 44
yard catch on a perfect throw from Justin Brown.
The Rebels got news at halftime that Nick Burns was OK
and would be returning to watch the end of the game.
That news lifted the hearts of every player, coach and
spectator at that game as the second half got under
way. The Rebels, buoyed by the good news and 21
point lead seemed to let up a bit and Heritage marched
down and scored their first points of the game. This
was starting to look like it could a close game, but the
Rebels continued to pound the ball into the heart of the
Eagles defense. As the Eagles tried to find a way to stop
McDondle, a bevy of other Rebels backs got into the
act. Jaxon Mohr took a little time off from punishing
runners to punish some tacklers and accounted for 56
yards on 11 carries. Justin Brown showed his
elusiveness and had a few key runs to keep drives
moving, and in a glimpse of what we will see more of
next year, Junior Nick Delk showed good power and
balance in his first carries of the season.
On the defensive side of the ball, the Rebels were once
again a nasty stingy bunch. The Eagles were only able
to gain 94 yards on 26 carries. The Eagles did have
some limited success through the air behind Junior QB
Ryan Novak , who towered over everyone and threw
some nice balls. However, he was only able to connect
on 7 on his 17 throws for just 86 yards.
While the Rebels looked tough on defense, they need
to find a way to get a little more pressure on the QB.
Novak had plenty of time on most throws and with
some top passers coming into the picture in the next
few weeks the pressure will have to be better. Once
again, Jackson Mohr led the way with another double
digit effort for tackles, and Senior end Josh Croy added
7 stops and a sack as well. Once again the PAT
attempts were perfect, with kicker Rigo Borges
connecting on all five of his attempts. All in all a fine
effort, and with Nick Burns showing up at the field
minutes after the game had ended, all was good in
Rebel football world.
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Nickname: Rebels
Colors: Navy/Silver
Coach: Andy Lowry
League: 5A Super 6
Playoff Division: 5A
2011 Record 6-0

Nickname: Warriors
Colors: Black/Old Gold
Coach: Mike Campbell
League: 5A Super 6
Playoff Division: 5A
2011 Record 5-1

Rebels vs Warriors Preview

The schedule could not have been set up any more perfectly for a team that believes they are the best in the state. Every week the
Rebels have lined up against a team that has offered a little more in terms of competition than the week before. To this point the
Rebels have been perfect in doing what they have needed to do, and after 6 straight wins they will line up Friday afternoon for the
biggest challenge to date. This time the team looking to knock off the Rebels will be the Warriors of Arapahoe High School. Led by
coach Mike Campbell the warriors were perfect until last week when they suffered a 40-23 defeat at the hands of Sean Flanagan the
his bunch from Bear Creek. Flanagan brought the Bears back with 20 points in the fourth quarter and tallied 5 TD passes in the
game that saw the fleet footed QB also run for 70 yards. Coming into the game the Warriors had broken into the top 10 in the
states 5A rankings, and had a defense that had given up only 23 points through their first 5 tilts. That all came to a screeching halt
on Saturday as they gave up almost twice the points that they had allowed all season. Further inspection of the schedule shows that
the first 5 contests had come against opponents who have not had the best of seasons to date. So, when the Rebels travel to
Arapahoe it will be an interesting test for both teams, the Rebels certainly will not throw for 5 TD’s and for the Warriors it will be
the second week in a row playing one of the true big boys of the 5A circuit.
So, what are the Rebels going to see when the Warriors clad in Black and Gold square off in this Super 6 matchup? The first thing
the Rebels will have to do as always is establish the ground game which has basically been unstoppable this season. The Warriors
surrendered 186 yards on 32 carries last week verse Bear Creek in the first real test of the season. To date the Warriors have shown
to be a very physical defensive squad and the Hogs will face their biggest test of the 2011 campaign. So far teams have not found a
way to stop Cameron McDondle who continues to do what he has done since he first laced up his cleats, he bobs, weaves, jukes and
dances and when that is done he simply gets low and hammers would be tacklers. It is fair to say that the Warriors have not seen
anyone of Cameron’s talent to date and if they cannot figure out a way to stop him it could be a long afternoon. Look for the Rebels
to load up with their double tight end formation and dare the defense to try and stop them.
When the Warriors have their hands on the ball they seem to be a pretty balanced team in terms of passing and rushing attempts.
The Warriors would call themselves a run first team and have averaged 5.4 yards per carry so far this season. When they put the ball
in the air they have done so with a 60% completion rate and almost a 14 yard per catch average. Led by 6’ 2” senior QB Alec Geiser
who has thrown 13 TD passes and 5 picks this season, the Rebels will have their hands full. Geiser can also take off and run when he
gets a chance and has accounted for an additional 3 scores on the ground this season. When he puts the ball into the air look for his
favorite target to be another 6’2” senior Ethan Brunhofer , who has gathered in 24 passes for almost 400 yards and 7 scores . When
not airing it out the Warriors rely on Jose Cancanon to carry the load, rushing this year at a clip of 5.4 yards per carry the 170lb
halfback has done the lion’s share of the work this year. The Warriors also look to have a good kicking game and are perfect on all 5
field goal attempts that they have tried.
So, in this first of three big battles to be fought in the last part of the Rebels regular season they will need to be sharp. The Hogs
have to be on their game, the bevy of talented backs have to be running with a mission, and Mr. Mohr and Mr. Croy are going to
have to have the boys on the defense ready to rumble. This one won’t be easy, but the smart money says that the states top rushing
team will be too much for the Warriors to handle, and they will see their loss column move to a crooked number while the Rebels
keep the goose egg on the right side of the win-loss ledger. This is definitely the game of the week in the Big 6 as both Mullen and
Bear Creek should be able to win easily. Hang, on folks, the rest of the month is gonna be some big boy football, and by the time we
hit November we will have a pretty good idea of where the Rebels stand in the big picture of Colorado 5A football.
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“You guys line up alphabetically by height."
--Bill Peterson
This may take a while.
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